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The purpose of this report is to document the analysis and design decisions used determine the number of 

lanes required and the geometry of the proposed extension to R.G. Skinner Parkway and the proposed Phase 

2 roundabout.  R.G. Skinner Parkway is a proposed roadway which connects the interchange currently under 

construction of SR-9B and the southern terminus of the existing R.G. Skinner Parkway near Atlantic Coast 

High School.  R.G. Skinner Parkway will serve as a second access to the high school and a connection directly 

to SR-9B to relieve congestion in the vicinity of the I-295/Baymeadows Road Interchange.  Figure 1 illustrates 

the general location of the Parkway Corridor. 
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DESIGN REFERENCES 

 
NCHRP (National Cooperative Highway Research Program) REPORT 672 
In Cooperation with: USDOT/FHWA (Second Edition)  
 
Technical Summary, Roundabouts - FHWA-SA-10-006 
U.S. Department of Transportation/ Federal Highway Administration 
 
 
 

DESIGN CRITERIA AND PARAMETERS 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The R.G. Skinner Parkway Phase 2 roundabout is designed to accommodate the future 4-lane divided urban 
R.G. Skinner Parkway and a future 2-lane undivided urban roadway connection. The roundabout and the 
approaches have been modified to accommodate the interim 2-lane undivided urban configuration of R.G. 
Skinner Parkway. The improvements will also include sidewalks, pedestrian crossings and drainage 
improvements. 
 

GEOMETRIC ELEMENTS DEFINITIONS  

 
Central Island 
The central island is the raised area in the center of a 
roundabout around which traffic circulates. 
 
Splitter Island 
A splitter island is a raised or painted area on an 
approach used to separate entering from exiting traffic, 
deflect and slow entering traffic, and provide storage 
space for pedestrians crossing the road in two stages. 
 
Circulatory Roadway 
The circulatory roadway is the curved path used by 
vehicles to travel in a counterclockwise fashion around the 
central island. 
 
Apron 
If required on smaller roundabouts to accommodate the wheel tracking of large vehicles, an apron is the 
mountable portion of the central island adjacent to the circulatory roadway. 
 
Entrance Line 
The entrance line marks the point of entry into the circulatory roadway. This line is physically an extension of 
the circulatory roadway edge line but functions as a yield or give-way line in the absence of a separate yield ON FILE 
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line. Entering vehicles must yield to any circulating traffic coming from the left before crossing this line into the 
circulatory roadway. 
 
Accessible Pedestrian Crossings 
Accessible pedestrian crossings should be provided at all roundabouts. The crossing location is set back from 
the yield line, and the splitter island is cut to allow pedestrians, wheelchairs, strollers, and bicycles to pass 
through. 
 
Bicycle Treatments 
Bicycle treatments at roundabouts provide bicyclists the option of traveling through the roundabout either as a 
vehicle or as a pedestrian, depending on the bicyclist’s level of comfort. 
 
Inscribed Circle Diameter  
The inscribed circle diameter is the basic parameter used to define the size of a roundabout. It is measured 
between the outer edges of the circulatory roadway. 
 
Circulatory Roadway Width 
The circulatory roadway width defines the roadway width for vehicle circulation around the central island. It is 
measured as the width between the outer edge of this roadway and the central island. It does not include the 
width of any mountable apron, which is defined to be part of the central island. 
 
Approach Width 
The approach width is the width of the roadway used by approaching traffic upstream of any changes in width 
associated with the roundabout. The approach width is typically no more than half of the total width of the 
roadway. 
 
Departure Width 
The departure width is the width of the roadway used by departing traffic downstream of any changes in width 
associated with the roundabout. The departure width is typically no more than half of the total width of the 
roadway. 
 
Entry Width 
The width of the entry where it meets the inscribed circle, measured perpendicularly from the right edge of the 
entry to the intersection point of the left edge line and the inscribed circle. 
 
Exit Width 
The exit width defines the width of the exit where it meets the inscribed circle. It is measured perpendicularly 
from the right edge of the exit to the intersection point of the left edge line and the inscribed circle. 
 
Entry Radius 
The entry radius is the minimum radius of curvature of the outside curb at the entry. 
 
Exit Radius 
The exit radius is the minimum radius of curvature of the outside curb at the exit. 
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GENERAL DESIGN PROCESS 

Exhibit 6-1 provides a general outline for the design process, incorporating elements of project planning, 
preliminary design, and final design into an iterative process. 
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R.G. Skinner Parkway Traffic Analysis: 
 
Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to document the analysis conducted to determine the number of lanes required on 

the proposed extension to R.G. Skinner Parkway (Parkway) and the storage lengths necessary at the 

proposed development pods.  The Parkway is a proposed roadway which connects the interchange currently 

under construction of SR-9B and the southern terminus of the Parkway near Atlantic Coast High School.  The 

Parkway will serve as a second access to the high school and a connection directly to SR-9B to relieve 

congestion in the vicinity of the I-295/Baymeadows Road Interchange.  Figure 1 illustrates the general location 

of the Parkway Corridor. 

 

Traffic Estimates 

Traffic estimates for the Parkway were estimated using a combination of the NERPM regional planning model 

and the Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation Manual.  The NERPM model was used to 

forecast future traffic volumes at the SR-9B interchange as part of the Interchange Justification Report.  This 

model was also used to approximate the travel pattern associated with the various development pods along 

the proposed Parkway.  Attached as Figure 2, is a development plan for the lands adjacent to the Parkway.  As 

shown, the adjacent land is envisioned to be residential in nature for the northern portion of the route and a mix 

of uses near the interchange with SR-9B.  Table 1 is a summary of the land uses that were used to estimate 

the traffic from the adjacent lands.  Due to the proximity of the high school, traffic volumes for both morning 

and afternoon peak hours were developed.  Table 2 lists the morning and afternoon peak hour volumes for the 

various portions of the Parkway and their lanage requirements and operation condition.  The lanage 

requirements and levels of service were based on the Florida Department of Transportation’s Quality and 

Level of Service Handbook.  Figure 3 illustrates the 2035 morning and afternoon turning movement volumes 

for the first section of the Parkway to be constructed. 

 

Operational Analysis 

An operational analysis of the proposed Parkway was conducted using the traffic estimates developed above 

and the Synchro.  The levels of service of the intersections are shown in Figure 3 and depicted along with the 

left turn storage requirements.  Table 3 tabulates the level of service and left turn queue requirements to 

accommodate the projected 2035 morning and afternoon peak hour volumes. 
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Table 1 – Land Use Totals 
 

 

           

  Land Use            Quantity   Unit  

 

 

 

Warehouse 

Single Family Residential 

Multi Family Residential 

Assisted Living Facility 

Hotel 

City Park 

School 

Office 

Commercial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

800,000 

1,500 

1,600 

250 

350 

10 

2,500 

320,000 

1,070,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Square Feet 

Dwelling Units 

Dwelling Units 

Beds 

Rooms 

Acres 

Students 

Square Feet 

Square Feet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  ETM, 2014 
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Table 2 – Roadway Segment Lane Requirements 
 

 

Road Segment         AM Peak Hour     PM Peak Hour 

       Volume Lanes  LOS     Volume Lanes  LOS 

 

West of SR-9B     1,250 vph   4-ln     B  2,791 vph   4-ln     C 

 

SR-9B to the south Traffic Circle   2,612 vph   4-ln     C  3,185 vph   4-ln     C 

 

South Traffic Circle to the south    1,434 vph   2-ln     C  1,185 vph   2-ln     C 

Entrance to Parcels 10/11    

 

South Entrance to Parcels 10/11 to   1,370 vph   2-ln     C  1,078 vph   2-ln     C 

North Traffic Circle 

 

North Traffic Circle to existing south   1,398 vph   2-ln     C  1,031 vph    2-ln     C 

Terminus  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  ETM, FDOT Generalized Level of Service Manual, 2009 - Table 4, Class I Arterials 
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Table 3 – Intersection Levels of Service and Left Turn Queue Requirements 
 

Intersection            AM Peak Hour  PM Peak Hour     Required 

       Movement  LOS           LOS        Storage 

R.G. Skinner Parkway and SB Ramps         B    C 
           SB LT         325’ 
           WB LT         250’  
 
R.G. Skinner Parkway and NB Ramps         C    C 
           NB Lt         250’   
               EB Lt         200’ 
 
R.G. Skinner Parkway and Mixed Use         B      C 
Entrance          SB Lt         100’ 
           NB Lt         150’ 
           EB Lt         100’ 
           WB Lt         100’ 
        
R.G. Skinner Parkway and South entrance                   A      A  
To Cypress Bluff/Monterey Pines       SB Lt         100’ 
           NB Lt         150’ 
           EB Lt         100’ 
           WB Lt         100’ 
    
RG Skinner Parkway and North entrance       A/E    A/D 
To Parcels 10/11         SB Lt         100’ 
           NB Lt         150’ 
           EB Lt         100’ 
           WB Lt         100’ 
 

 
 
 

Source:  ETM, Synchro Software using Highway Capacity Manual Procedures. 
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IDENTIFY LANE NUMBERS / ARRANGEMENTS 

 
Lane Number Determination: 
Using Average Daily Traffic: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With the year 2035 projected average daily traffic volume of 14,350 south of the roundabout and 15,200 north 
of the roundabout the volumes are well within the range for a single-lane roundabout.  However, since this 
roadway section is being constructed as two-lanes of a future four-lane divided urban roadway a two-lane 
roundabout design is proposed, with interim conditions (markings) limiting the circulation to a two-lane 
roundabout. This configuration allows the proposed roundabout to be constructed to the full outside diameter, 
so that only modification to the signing and marking will be needed within the limits of the roundabout for the 
final four-lane configuration.  According to exhibit 1-9, this two-lane roundabout can maintain a capacity of up 
to approximately 45,000, with the single lane interim capacity of approximately 25,000 far exceeding the 2035 
projections. 
 
Lane Number Determination: Using Exhibit 3-14 Volume Thresholds for Determining the Number of 
Entry Lanes Required 
 
Using the Peak Hour Traffic from the previous section, R.G. Skinner Parkway: 

2030 PM Peak 
NB Entry: 30+305+15+5+16+29 = 400 
WB Entry: 46+5+20+305+15+21 = 412 
SB Entry: 28+566+70+5+20+15 = 704 
EB Entry: 11+5+16+566+70+20 = 688 
 
2030 AM Peak 
NB Entry:  13+657+6+5+21+29 = 731 
WB Entry: 65+5+28+657+6+21 = 782 
SB Entry: 13+657+6+5+21+29 = 731 
EB Entry: 14+5+21+617+29+28 = 714 
 
Based on the traffic numbers a single-lane roundabout is sufficient. However, knowing that R.G. Skinner 
Parkway is being constructed as 2-lanes of a future 4-lane facility, a 2-lane roundabout was designed and 
marked as a single lane roundabout. 
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IDENTIFY INITIAL DESIGN ELEMENTS 

Size 
 
The inscribed circle diameter for a single-lane roundabout 
typically needs to be at least 105 ft to accommodate a WB-
50 (WB-15) design vehicle; a larger diameter is typically 
needed for design vehicles larger than a WB-50 (WB-
15).Diameters in the range of 150 to 300 ft are typical for 
multi-lane roundabouts.  
 
An inscribed diameter of 200 feet has been provided for the 
R.G. Skinner Parkway Phase 2 roundabout. 
 
Location / Alignment 
 
The common starting point in design is to center the 
roundabout so that the centerline of each leg passes through 
the center of the inscribed circle (radial alignment). This 
location typically allows the geometry of the roundabout to 
be adequately designed such that vehicles will maintain slow 
speeds through both the entries and the exits. The radial 
alignment also makes the central island more conspicuous 
to approaching drivers and minimizes roadway modification 
required upstream of the intersection. 
 
 
As a new alignment with no existing outside connections, the 
Alternative 2: Alignment through Center was chosen for this 
location.  This layout combined with the larger inscribed 
diameter keeps the alignment changes local to the 
roundabout and manages speed throughout the roundabout 
entry and exit. 
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Sidewalk and Buffer Widths 
Section 6.8.1.1 recommends a setback distance of 5 ft 
should be used with a sidewalk width of 6 ft.  However this 
section continues on to recommend areas with heavy 
pedestrian volumes and where access to bicyclists is 
present the sidewalk should be increased to a minimum of 
10 ft and additional setbacks are desirable. 
 
The design of the R.G. Skinner Parkway roundabout 
provides a 20 ft plus setback similar to Exhibit 6-64 below, 
and a since the design allows for a shared use with bicycles 
a 12 ft multiuse path is proposed around the roundabout. 
 
Crosswalk Location and Alignment 
A typical and minimum crosswalk setback of 20 ft is 
recommended. 
 
This design provides a 20 ft or greater setback at all 
locations. 
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MULTILANE ROUNDABOUTS 

Multilane roundabout geometric design criteria are contained in Chapter 6, Section 6.5 of the NCHRP Report 
672. (Attached as Appendix A.) 
 
Lane Numbers and Arrangements 
Multilane roundabouts have at least one 
approach with at least two lanes on the entries or 
exits. The number of lanes can vary from 
approach to approach as long as they are 
appropriately assigned by lane designation signs 
and markings. Likewise, the number of lanes 
within the circulatory roadway may vary 
depending upon the number of entering and 
exiting lanes. The important principle is that the 
design requires continuity between the entering, 
circulating, and exiting lanes such that lane 
changes are not needed to navigate the 
roundabout. The driver should be able to select 
the appropriate lane upstream of the entry and 
stay within that lane through the roundabout to 
the intended exit without any lane changes. This 
principle is consistent with the design of all types 
of intersections. 

 
 
 
 
The R.G. Skinner roundabout has been designed to carry the future 4-lane divided R.G. Skinner Parkway and 
a 2-lane divided cross road.  The lanes have been arranged to allow the driver to select a lane prior to entering 
the roundabout and proceed through the circulation to the preferred exit without changing lanes.  Interim 
conditions limit the roundabout to a single lane roundabout.  
 
  

 ULTIMATE CONFIGURATION 

   INTERIM CONFIGURATION 
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Entry Design and Approach Alignment 
Typical entry widths for two-lane entrances 
range from 24 to 30 ft. However, values higher 
or lower than this range may be appropriate for 
site-specific design vehicle and speed 
requirements for critical vehicle paths. The 
entry width should be primarily determined 
based upon the number of lanes identified in 
the operational analysis combined with the 
turning requirements for the design vehicle. 
Entry radii for multilane roundabouts should 
typically exceed 65 ft (20 m) to encourage 
adequate natural paths and avoid sideswipe 
collisions on entry. 
 
Each approach to the R.G. Skinner roundabout 
has a 28 ft entry width for the R.G. Skinner 
approaches, a 20’ entry width for the side street 
approached and a minimum curb radius of 150 
ft, to allow the potential for larger vehicle 
turning radii. 

 
 Center Island and Circulating Roadway 
The central island of a roundabout is the raised, mainly non-traversable area surrounded by the circulatory 
roadway. It may also include a traversable truck apron. The island is typically landscaped for aesthetic reasons 
and to enhance driver recognition of the roundabout upon approach. A circular central island is preferred 
because the constant-radius circulatory roadway helps promote constant speeds around the central island. 
The size of the central island is dependent upon the inscribed circle diameter and the required circulatory 
roadway width. 
 
The R.G. Skinner Parkway roundabout is designed with a raised non-traversable area with an internal diameter 
of 136 ft wrapped with an additional 10 ft mountable truck apron. 

 ULTIMATE CONFIGURATION 

   INTERIM CONFIGURATION 
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The circulatory roadway width is usually governed by the design criteria relating to the types of vehicles that 
may need to be accommodated adjacent to one another through a multilane roundabout. The combination of 
vehicle types to be accommodated side-by-side is dependent upon the specific site traffic conditions. 
 
Multilane circulatory roadway lane widths typically range from 14 to 16 ft (4.3 to 4.9 m). Use of these values 
results in a total circulating width of 28 to 32 ft (8.5 to 9.8 m) for a two-lane circulatory roadway. 
 
With the proximity of the commercial area and the high school, the single unit truck and school bus were 
chosen as the design vehicles.  The large circulating radius combined with 16 ft lanes allow for single unit 
trucks and school busses to circulate through the roundabout without encroaching in the adjacent lane.  Larger 
vehicles like the WB-67 can navigate the roundabout but will have minor encroachments in the adjacent lane. 
 
At multilane roundabouts, the circulatory 
roadway width may also be variable 
depending upon the number of lanes and 
the design vehicle turning requirements. A 
constant width is not required throughout 
the entire circulatory roadway, and it is 
desirable to provide only the minimum 
width necessary to serve the required lane 
configurations within that specific portion 
of the roundabout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
In some instances, the circulatory roadway 
width may actually need to be wider than 
the corresponding entrance that is feeding 
that portion of the roundabout. For 
example, in situations where two 
consecutive entries require exclusive left 
turns, a portion of the circulatory roadway 
will need to contain an extra lane and spiral 
markings to enable all vehicles to reach 
their intended exits without being trapped 
or changing lanes. This situation is 
illustrated in Exhibit 6-27, where a portion 
of the circulatory roadway is required to 
have three lanes despite the fact that all of 
the entries have only two lanes. 
 
With the proximity to the 9B Interchange and the traffic models (covered in later sections of this report) 
showing a required 2-laned roadway between the interchange and the roundabout, the R.G. Skinner Parkway 
roundabout has been designed to allow 2 through lanes on R.G. Skinner Parkway as well as 1 entry lane from 
each side road approach. In allowing 2 entry lanes on each R.G. Skinner approach additional “spiral” lanes 
have been included to maintain the flow through the roundabout without overlapping movements. 
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Exit Design 
The exit curb radii are usually larger than the entry curb radii in order to minimize the likelihood of congestion 
and crashes at the exits. This, however, is balanced by the need to maintain slow speeds through the 
pedestrian crossing on exit. The exit design is also influenced by the design environment (urban versus rural), 
pedestrian demand, the design vehicle, and physical constraints. Generally, exit curb radii should be no less 
than 50 ft, with values of 100 to 200 ft being more common.  
 
Each exit from the roundabout on R.G. Skinner has been designed with 175 ft radii to minimize the congestion 
while maintaining speed control and pedestrian safety.  Each of the R.G. Skinner Parkway exits are designed 
with 2 lanes exiting from the roundabout, while the side road exits are designed with 1 exit lane from the 
roundabout. 
 

PERFORMANCE CHECKS 

 
Fastest Path 
The fastest path allowed by the geometry determines the 
negotiation speed for that particular movement into, through, 
and exiting the roundabout. It is the smoothest, flattest path 
possible for a single vehicle, in the absence of other traffic 
and ignoring all lane markings. The fastest path is drawn for a 
vehicle traversing through the entry, around the central 
island, and out the relevant exit. 
 
The critical path radii must be checked for each approach. 
R1, the entry path radius, is the minimum radius on the 
fastest through path prior to the entrance line. R2, the 
circulating path radius, is the minimum radius on the fastest 
through path around the central island. R3, the exit path 
radius, is the minimum radius on the fastest through path into 
the exit. It is important to note that these vehicular path radii 
are not the same as the curb radii. When drawing the path, a 
short length of tangent should be drawn between 
consecutive curves to account for the time it takes for a 
driver to turn the steering wheel. 
 
Consistency between the speeds of various movements 
within the intersection can help to minimize the crash rate 
between conflicting traffic streams. Relative speeds between 
conflicting traffic streams and between consecutive 
geometric elements should be minimized such that the 
maximum speed differential between movements should be 
no more than approximately 10 to 15 mph. As with other 
design elements, speed consistency should be balanced with 
other objectives in establishing a design. 
 
According to the fastest path layout (See below right), the 
following radii and associated speeds were provided for the 
entrance, circulation and exit paths: 
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R. G. Skinner Parkway: 
R1 (NB) = 303 ft (28 MPH) 
R1 (SB = 278 ft (28 MPH) 
R2 & R4 = 73 ft (18 MPH) 
R3 = 342 ft (30 MPH) 
R5 = 155 ft (25 MPH) 
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Natural Path 
In addition to evaluating the fastest path, at multilane roundabouts the engineer should also consider the 
natural vehicle paths. 
 
Design Vehicle 
Autoturn was used to analyze SU-40, BUS-40, WB-65 and WB-67 movements. The R.G. Skinner Parkway 
roundabout is designed to allow the SU-40 and BUS-40 design vehicles to navigate the roundabout 
simultaneously. (See some typical layouts below). The larger WB-62 and WB- 67 design vehicles can utilize 
the roundabout, but their movements will encroach on the adjacent lanes and utilize the truck apron. 

 
 
 
 
 
SU-40 Vehicle 
 
 

 
 
 
Bus-40 Vehicle 

 
 

 
 
 
WB-62 Vehicle 
 
 

 
 
 

WB-67 Vehicle 
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Sight Distance and Visibility 
The two most relevant aspects of sight distance for roundabouts are stopping sight distance and intersection 
sight distance. At roundabouts, a minimum of three critical types of locations should be checked: approach 
sight distance, sight distance on circulatory roadway and sight distance to crosswalk on exit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stopping Sight Distance 
Approach: 
Each of the approaches of R.G. Skinner Parkway have 
stopping sight distance greater than 300 ft exceeding the 
distance required for the roadway approach design speed of 
35 MPH. (247.8 ft) 
 

 
 
 
Circulating: 
The size of the roundabout allows for the stopping sight distance 
of greater than 150 ft for all approaches for the circulatory 
roadway, exceeding the minimum distance required for 20 MPH 
(112.4 ft). 
 
 

 
 
Crosswalk: 
The stopping sight distance provided for the crosswalk exceeds 
150 ft for all approaches, exceeding the minimum distance 
required for 20 MPH (112.4 ft). 
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Intersection Sight Distance 
Intersection sight distance is the distance required for a driver without the right-of-way to perceive and react to 
the presence of conflicting vehicles. Intersection sight distance is achieved through the establishment of sight 

triangles that allow a driver to see and safely react to potentially conflicting vehicles. At roundabouts, the only 
locations requiring evaluation of intersection sight distance are the entries. 
 
Intersection sight distance is traditionally measured through the determination of a sight triangle. This triangle 
is bounded by a length of roadway defining a limit away from the intersection on each of the two conflicting 
approaches and by a line connecting those two limits. For roundabouts, these legs should be assumed to 
follow the curvature of the roadway, and thus distances should be measured not as straight lines but as 
distances along the vehicular path. 
 
Entering Stream is composed of vehicles from the 
immediate upstream entry. The speed for this movement 
can be approximated by taking the average of the 
theoretical entering (R1) speed and the circulating (R2) 
speed. 
 
Theoretical Entering Speed Calculation 
((R1 + R2) / 2) = ((28 MPH + 18 MPH) / 2) = 23 MPH 
 
Circulating stream is composed of vehicles that enter the 
roundabout prior to the immediate upstream entry. This speed can be approximated by taking the speed of left-
turning vehicles (path with radius R4). 
 
Theoretical Circulation Speed 
Calculation 
R2 = R4 = 18 MPH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
R.G. Skinner Parkway Sight Triangles:  
Entering Speed 25 MPH = 183.5 ft. 
Circulation Speed 20 MPH = 146.8 ft
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Appendix A 
 

NCHRP (National Cooperative Highway Research Program) REPORT 672 
 

Section 6.5: Multilane Roundabouts 
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